Critical Issues for Cyber Assurance Policy Reform

AN INDUSTRY ASSESSMENT
Cyber assurance is a critical issue for the United States. There are many technical and policy issues associated with providing an acceptable level of cyber assurance for our government and commercial infrastructures. Solutions to many policy issues are unclear and not easily defined. To take action, the President commissioned a comprehensive cyber assurance study in order to identify public and private sectors that have a stake in cyber assurance, pose key questions to frame the relevant issues, articulate concerns, and formulate initial policies for our nation in this critical area. The Intelligence and National Security Alliance (INSA), which represents the defense, intelligence, national security, and telecommunications industries, formed a task force to address several of these questions.

INSA worked with members of the defense, intelligence, national security, and telecommunications communities to address these questions (Appendix 2 lists contributors). All contributors are senior professionals, with years of experience that span the technical, managerial, and policy aspects of their industries and the public/private partnerships that exist today. These individuals provided their personal and professional time to give expert advice to create the policy recommendations in this document. These opinions are not attributed to the member companies, but are the outcome of free and vigorous discourse between senior professionals with diverse experience presenting their personal views and ideas.

The INSA team used the following question sets to frame the discussion and debate:

1. What is (or should be) the government’s role in securing/protecting the critical infrastructures and private sector networks from attack, damage, etc. (from nation states)?
   - What are the minimum standards that must be established?
   - How will these standards affect procurement/acquisition policies?

2. Much of the success of the current Internet architecture stems from the fact that the architecture ensures there is a unique, authoritative root.
   - How would the security and stability of the Internet be affected if the single, authoritative root were to be replaced by a multiple root structure?
   - What would be the economic and technical consequences of a multiple root structure?
   - What, if any, influences do you see that may:
     - Move the Internet in the direction of greater fragmentation; or
     - Help to preserve and maintain a single, interoperable Internet?
   - What are the implications of these forces?

3. Our lifestyle is based upon a digital infrastructure that is privately owned and globally operated.
   - How do we get to a public/private partnership and action plan that will build protection and security in—and enable information sharing to better understand when it is under a local or global attack (warning)?
   - What is the model public/private relationship?
   - Who and how will oversight be conducted in the IC and national security community?
   - How would you provide common situational awareness?

It is important to note that regardless of the policy recommendations that are made in this paper, providing complete cyber security in today’s world is a difficult technical problem. The government must continue to invest in technical improvements to the science of cyber assurance. New policies and procedures are important but are all predicated upon continuing improvement in the technical capabilities of government and industry to defend their assets.

In this paper, the INSA team provides many ideas and recommendations that serve as starting points for crafting new and improved cyber assurance policies. There are several common ideas and approaches resulting from
**Question One**

What is (or should be) the government’s role in securing/protecting the critical infrastructures and private sector networks from attack/damage, etc. (from nation states)?

- What are the minimum standards that must be established?
- How will these standards affect procurement/acquisition policies?

**Discussion**

The government’s role in protecting and securing the national critical infrastructure, which is 85% privately owned, should be to first focus on the core, truly critical sectors to national security and to work more effectively with the private sector to protect those critical sectors. We recommend that communications, power, transportation, and finance are the critical starting points.

The owners and operators need to have a greater understanding of the threats to these critical sectors and consequences of failure. The government needs to significantly improve their working relationship with the Center for Intellectual Property (CIP) owners and operators. The government should also make necessary revisions and adjustments in law, policy, liability, and enforcement as we move forward. Additionally, the government must set minimum standards for protection and enforcement of these standards. A national cyber recovery plan should also be developed to address cyber response from a large-scale cyber attack.

A single cyber security official should be appointed at the White House-level to clarify the roles, mission, and responsibilities of those government agencies involved in CIP. The responsibilities of this individual shall include the development of the national cyber security plan and organizing our nation to effectively function through a cyber attack.

All parties must drastically improve information sharing amongst their organizations. This includes examination for and removal of impediments to information sharing and an improvement to the method for sharing, where appropriate. Lessons learned, best practices, and threat information should be provided by the federal government to the private sector as “real value added” and should be easily understood and appropriately tailored to the sectors. Speed and timeliness of information sharing needs significant improvement for the achievement of a successful degree of protection and attribution.

Vast improvements need to be made in real time advanced analytics for attribution. This includes removal of the legal and policy impediments to getting the data and information necessary to do attribution. Data access and knowledge management also need significant improvement if we are to ever get to the unambiguous standards required for attribution. The technical tools and applications necessary to do the advanced analytics required for attribution require investment from both government and the private sector. Laws, regulations, and standards of behavior in cyberspace must be reviewed and strengthened so that law enforcement can conduct much more effective investigations and apprehend and punish those responsible.

Protection of our nation’s critical cyber backbone is achievable if we have the empowered leadership, focus on what is truly critical infrastructure, provide a full understanding of the threat, and improve information sharing and situational awareness between all parties involved.

**Minimum Standards to Establish**

Partnerships and standards between the government, industry, and the private sector are imperative for cyber defense. One highly successful example of effective standards is the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI). This model grew out of a public-private partnership between the United States Air Force (USAF) and the Carnegie-Mellon Institute in the 1980s. The partners created CMMI to address a similar pressing national issue arising from software development risk.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) develops standards and guidelines for complying with the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA). NIST produced a comprehensive set of recommended security controls developed by a group of government and private sector organizations. NIST recently released for review a major update of the guidelines, Special Publication 800-53, titled “Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations.” We are aware of two private sector efforts, both threat oriented, intended to complement the work in NIST 800-53.

1. **Consensus Audit Guidelines (CAG)**

   The CAG, recently released to the community for review, identifies twenty security controls and metrics for effective cyber defense and continuous FISMA compliance focusing on leveraging the standards and automating assessment methods available in the industry. This document intends to begin the process of establishing a prioritized baseline of information security measures and controls that address defenses against attacks. The CAG intends to complement NIST 800-53 and to aid auditors by identifying the areas that auditors should focus on first when evaluating the progress of an organization’s cyber security efforts.

2. **Cyber Preparedness Levels**

   This activity categorizes five levels of cyber preparedness, including three specifically intended to correspond to the advanced cyber threat. Each level assumes a different level of cyber threat against which an organization has to prepare. Associated with each threat level is a listing of security controls that are intended to counter identified threats. The objective of this effort is to provide organizations a means to facilitate cyber security investment management and planning decisions.

   NIST plans to incorporate the Cyber Preparedness Levels into both its security controls and risk management guidelines. While both threat focused, the CAG and Cyber Preparedness
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1 The CAG was developed by John Gilligan in cooperation with SANS
2 The Cyber Preparedness Levels are being developed by The MITRE Corporation.
Levels are different in intent and scope. The CAG intends to aid auditors and provide guidance on assessing the adequacy of security measures employed. The CAG is not designed to provide comprehensive protection against all levels of threats (for example, advanced cyber threats that attack by compromising the supply chain). Senior executives are the primary audience for the Cyber Preparedness Levels, especially as a tool to assess their company’s current security posture and to strategically plan for advancing their security against greater threats. In contrast to the CAG, the Cyber Preparedness Levels activity does not include a means of assessing the adequacy of measures currently in place, as it is intended for use as a strategic planning vehicle, not a compliance vehicle.

We believe that CAG and Cyber Preparedness Levels are excellent examples of how joint private and government work can result in security guidance that is beneficial to both the government and private sector.

In summary, the private sector will need guidance for implementing security controls in a staged manner and to understand how defensive tools and techniques can counter increasing levels of cyber threats. We believe the enhancement of information sharing and visualization from government to industry is a key motivator for greater industry engagement in the pursuit of advanced standards against cyber threats.

Affect of standards on Procurement and Acquisition Policies

Procurement and acquisition policies need to be modified to reflect certain practices to address high-end or sophisticated cyber threats. For example, the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) addresses requirements for counterfeit cyber threats. For example, the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) addresses requirements for counterfeit software. The most critical custom integrated circuits could be fabricated at a trusted foundry.

− Performing independent code reviews of COTS software and government-developed software. Issues to address include liability.
− Maximization of open source COTS software use and other system components. This will increase cyber security and reduce exposure to the hidden risks of closed, proprietary COTS source code.
− Modification of COTS software to remove unneeded functionality. This will reduce complexity of COTS software to aid in security review, as well as reducing vulnerabilities that may be inherent in certain modules not necessary for mission execution.
− Development of specialized government off-the-shelf (GOTS) hardware/software integrated with operational systems. GOTS will make an adversary’s attack planning more difficult.
− Ensure small and frequent changes to software configurations. Frequent changes to software configurations will complicate attack planning and execution.

The government should play a key role with the private sector on supply chain protection, especially with development and sharing of defensive practices and procurement guidance to address advanced cyber threats.

**Recommendations for Question One**

**Recommendation 1: Solve the “Who’s In Charge?” of Cyber Security in the U.S. Federal Government Question**

Create a single leadership position at the White House-level that aligns national cyber security responsibilities with appropriate authorities. Specifically identify one government leader for policy, laws, and alignment of resources.

Our group, nearly unanimously, believes that leadership is the key issue to solve most, if not all, U.S. cyber security issues, problems, and challenges. We believe that progress in any cyber security area cannot occur without proper leadership because roles, missions, and responsibilities overlap and are not sufficiently clear. Without firm leadership, attempts to make real progress will be lost.

By selecting the leader and his/her leadership team now, this administration will send the message that the U.S. Government is serious in taking an active role in cyber security. This message will be clear not only to private sectors, but to the departments and agencies of the federal government, our adversaries, and those who prey off of cyber space.

The selection of the President’s cyber security leader is the most important and meaningful signal. The leader must be familiar with the political and government processes and be able to work across the federal government and the private sector to ensure success.

While cyber expertise and experience is desirable, greater importance is that the leader be able to work effectively across all branches of government, industry, and the private sector.

**Recommendation 2: Properly Resource and Empower the President’s Selected Leader and His/her Staff**

The government should provide the selected cyber security leader with sufficient resources, including Presidential top cover and legal authority, to accomplish any cyber security-related task. This leader and his/her staff should maintain budget control of their organization and have a strong partnership with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). By working with OMB, the cyber security organization can ensure that directives are properly resourced across the government and will have the authority to direct OMB to allocate money in order to gain compliance. Budget authority to direct OMB to move resources to positively affect cyber security is necessary.

Multiple government departments, agencies, and branches of government are affected by and play a role in cyber security, many of which are reluctant to give up authority over the matter. Clarification and efficiency in the area of roles, missions, and responsibilities across multiple organizations will take not just legal and policy empowerment, but Presidential top cover and an knowledgeable staff to leverage relationships and work with all stakeholders to accomplish the mission.

**Recommendation 3: Clarify Roles, Missions, and Responsibilities in Critical Infrastructure Protection**

By clarifying the roles, mission, and responsibilities of the government agencies involved in CIP, a better private-public partnership in CIP protection will be created.

**Recommendation 4: Establish a Stronger Working Relationship between the Private Sector and the U.S. Government**

The following are examples for carrying out this recommendation:

− Incorporate private sector cyber threat scenarios within government cyber-related test beds (e.g., DARPA’s Cyber Test Range). Government cyber-related test beds should reflect private sector operational scenarios, especially to demonstrate how similar threats are detected and deterred, as well as to demonstrate private sector concerns (e.g., exploitation of electric utility control system).
− Participate with private sector test beds (e.g., National
SCADA Test Bed to demonstrate detection, deterrence, and response to advanced cyber threats. Private sector test beds should incorporate government-developed defensive tools and techniques to increase national awareness of cyber threats and defenses. Lessons learned and worked examples should be incorporated within the private sector (e.g., electric power sector).

- Partner with private sector on cyber security research & development (R&D). The private sector should partner and benefit from government-funded cyber security R&D. Areas of mutual interest and concern should be pursued by the government and private sector (e.g., defensive platforms and consequence management).
- Assist the private sector with integrating cyber security awareness, education, and outreach programs into their operations. Special emphasis should be on advanced cyber threats and defensive tools and techniques. The private sector should assist the government with development of national cyber security awareness programs.

The government should incentivize private sector investment in the development of commercial cyber security products, as well as the rapid deployment of more secure commercial cyber infrastructures. The gap between the government’s unique cyber security requirements and the commercial capabilities provided by industry can be narrowed substantially by harnessing the investment power of the free market. This will increase the efficiency and efficacy of the direct government research and development investment.

**Recommendation 5: Set and Develop Minimum Standards for Cyber Defense**

The improvement of designs, architectures, technologies, and tools are also imperative to building a strong cyber defense that is capable of defending against advanced cyber threats. The offense has a substantial technical advantage. For strong cyber defense, creative and game changing technical approaches and standards are needed. The common standards should assist private sector organizations with understanding different cyber threats. These standards should also determine what level of cyber defense they may want to use for a particular system, organization or network. Common standards would also enable private sector organizations to define and assess their degree or level of cyber preparedness. This should be part of an overall strategy to ensure that critical infrastructure applications (e.g., electric, financial) can survive a cyber attack with minimal loss of critical functions. The government should leverage private sector associations as a means to gain consensus on cyber defense standards. Additional information on cyber defense is described further under minimum standards.

**Recommendation 6: Develop a National Cyber Recovery Plan**

The National Cyber Recovery Plan should address a plan of action for national response to a large-scale cyber attack. A plan is critical due to national reliance on the digital infrastructure, especially with supporting the President’s initiatives (e.g., health care, smart grid, and FAA Next Generation). Exercises and simulations should be developed to periodically test elements of the national cyber recovery plan.


Improvements to situational awareness for evolving and changing cyber threats include:

- Sharing threat data, with special emphasis on advanced cyber threats and attacks from nation-states.
- Assessing how the private sector can share a common operational picture of a threat environment with government.
- Incorporating private sector inputs with the development of a common definition of “attack” and norms of behavior.

We must share examples of how organizations detected, deterred, and reacted to advanced cyber attacks. The government should share and help train resources to perform continuous monitoring and assessment of private sector cyber defenses (e.g., security controls). Sample defensive tools and techniques should be shared, like the sharing of national resources for red and blue team testing.

**Recommendation 8: Attribution and Analytics**

In order to deter, enforce, and defend, the government and private sector need to work together to fund technological innovation in the ability to do advanced, real-time analytics and processing to achieve attribution. For success in “driving analytics” to achieve attribution, improved information sharing and data access are essential. Additionally, the government and private sector must eliminate or resolve legal and policy impediments to accessing and sharing data.

The government should build and promote multiple virtual communities of interest around cyber issues. Such network-connected communities are now firmly established as responsive and efficient structures for innovation and collaboration by analysts. While there will always be a need for classification and compartmented information, the U.S. should strive to maximize the connectivity of the various cyber security communities of interest.

Much of the success of the current Internet architecture stems from the fact that the architecture ensures there is a unique, authoritative root.

- How would the security and stability of the Internet be affected if the single, authoritative root were to be replaced by a multiple root structure?
- What would be the economic and technical consequences of a multiple root structure?
- What, if any, influences do you see that may:
  - Move the Internet in the direction of greater fragmentation; or
  - Help to preserve and maintain a single, interoperable Internet?
- What are the implications of these forces?

**Background**

The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) is the entity that oversees a variety of critical Internet technical management functions. Pursuant to a contract with the U.S. Department of Commerce, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) executes the IANA responsibility as it pertains to verification of change requests. ICANN is currently a California non-profit corporation. In the context of the Domain Name System (DNS), ICANN maintains the root zone file, which is propagated to the 13 DNS root server operators for subsequent redistribution to the global Internet. This function is absolutely essential to the smooth
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3 The root zone file is essentially an official list of IP addresses for all root servers, and for authoritative names servers for all Top Level Domains (TLDs). It is a relatively small but critically important file. Generic top-level domains (gTLDs) and country-code top-level domains (ccTLDs) are two of the categories of TLDs.
operation of the global Internet. ICANN’s obligations include: (1) maintenance of agreements with all generic top-level domains (gTLD) and most country code top-level domain (ccTLD) operators; (2) accreditation of gTLD registrars; and (3) evaluation of proposed changes and resolution of disputes regarding critical service performed by the Regional Internet Registries, who coordinate through ICANN. Typically, disputes relate to the allocation of Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and Autonomous System (AS) numbers critical for global Internet routing through the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) protocol. Both BGP and DNS are critical, interdependent elements of the Internet infrastructure. Because of this interdependence, any security issues for BGP or DNS must be addressed jointly.

BGP is the sole protocol for interconnection of otherwise autonomous IP networks (such as Network Service Providers, enterprise, public, and government) that form the global Internet. At present, BGP has very significant security and integrity vulnerabilities, similar to the global DNS services. Specifically, due to original design limitations of this protocol, BGP is susceptible to attacks that modify, delete, forge, or replay data, any of which has the potential to disrupt overall network routing behavior. However, unlike secure DNS (DNSSEC), whose deployment is expected to expand in the future, there is no secure version of BGP ready for near-term deployment.

In summary, current operation of the global DNS and BGP infrastructures suffer from two critical issues that, to a certain extent, are due to insufficient leadership and authority:

- Lack of adequate security
- Lack of effective monitoring

We note that various deployed alternative root servers – not associated with ICANN-approved TLDs – in theory, could replace ICANN-approved root servers. To date, none of these alternative roots has achieved much success, as most users prefer the smooth operations under the status quo, thus accepting the default ICANN zone file. However, if alternate roots gained in popularity, there is potential that the Internet could be fractioned and lead to impediments in global commerce and telecommunication networks.

**Discussion**

There are currently 13 officially recognized root DNS servers operated by 12 root server operators (see list at http://www.root-servers.org). Based on historical precedent and the high level of trust developed between the root server operators, it is highly unlikely that a new, officially recognized, root server operator would be appointed. If a new one were appointed, because of the high degree of trust involved in the root server operator community, a new root server operator based in a country that may be hostile to the interests of maintaining the status quo in terms of stability and security seems unlikely. However, political pressures, possibly coming from the United Nations, the International Telecommunications Union, or individual countries, could seek to revisit the status quo, promoting assumptions and scenarios designed to break the trust level developed over more than a decade on management of critical Internet resources.

If management of the DNS roots was decentralized (beyond a prudent and practical level), the potential impact could include catastrophic security consequences felt globally for the operation of the Internet. Compromise of the roots has always been a primary concern of security researchers. Decentralization of management would also increase the risk of compromise, adding a significant increase in uncertainty for the resilience of a digital economy.

Due to its inherent design, the DNS infrastructure is susceptible to various types of cyber attacks. The primary types of cyber attacks include:

- **Eavesdropping on DNS queries:** Information obtained from this eavesdropping would provide information on active hosts (e.g., .mil systems); however, this information may have minimal value (for network reconnaissance) and could be easily obtained through other means.
- **Executing man-in-the-middle attacks by intercepting queries and redirecting traffic to other sites under their control:** In most cases, the redirection can be easily detected; however, in some cases, such as with email, any redirection, interception, and reforwarding may go unnoticed by the user.
- **Disrupting the operations of a DNS server:** With the use of mirrored root servers, only local or regional users that normally depend on the affected server(s) would experience any degradation of performance. For root servers that are not currently mirrored, the impact of disruptions against these non-mirrored root servers would be felt globally.
- **Distributed Denial of Service Attacks:** DDoS attacks have severely degraded the DNS in the past. As the sizes and power of botnets continue to grow, the potential for attack on particular root servers remains even though most root servers have employed techniques to distribute the zone widely to other servers.
- **Maintaining the reliability of the IANA oversight:** The current IANA oversight has ensured a successful and smooth operation of the Internet. Any changes risk upsetting the current secure, resilient, and reliable operations. Additionally, the current oversight process is understood by all participants and is generally agreed upon. Changes to the current structure could create unnecessary instability due to uncertainty as entities reach agreement on a new operating model.

These and other cyber attack vectors are not unique to potential adversaries with access to a root server—these attacks are easily and successfully executed regardless of data transfers the adversary has access to a root server or not. With physical access to a mirrored root server, an adversary could gain access to information stored on the server, however, the vast majority of the information stored on the server is not considered particularly sensitive and is openly available through other channels. At worst, the adversary could obtain a verification key currently used by the root server operators to authenticate data transfers from a master server. This verification key would only allow an attacker to obtain and verify root zone information, which is readily available through other channels. Therefore, aside from any operational disruption, the physical compromise of a mirrored root server has minimal, if any impact.

Based on these circumstances, possession of a mirrored root server by an adversary does not increase the existing level of risk to countries’ national security with respect to the DNS infrastructure. The vulnerabilities and impacts related to cyber or physical attacks against the DNS infrastructure remain the same. However, the U.S. and other countries can mitigate some of the DNS-related cyber vulnerabilities through the use of DNSSEC extensions or other key-based authentication mechanisms. Compromise of an actual root has always been a primary concern, and decentralization of the management of this infrastructure would certainly increase the risk of compromise.

**DNS Security Issues**

DNSSEC protects the Internet from certain attacks, such as DNS cache poisoning. It does this through a set of extensions to DNS that provide: a) origin authentication of DNS data, b) data integrity, and c) authenticated denial of existence. As of this writing, there is a notable push towards DNSSEC deployment from many DNS server operators, certain ccTLD registries, and some other institutions. With DNSSEC comes the responsibility of an organization, institution, or government to sign the root zone file and appropriately protect the validity of this key. There are many views, and several discussions, on what, or who, should sign the root zone file. Many governments made statements against other governments holding the root zone keys, raising trust as an issue. Neither ICANN nor the U.S. Government has taken the responsibility of signing the vast majority of root zone files such as .com and .net. This leaves over 97% of existing DNSSEC zones isolated and unverifiable as of an October 2008 survey.  

ICANN’s ambivalence towards zone file authentication for DNSSEC has the following origins:

- A lack of clarity resulted from the U.S. Government interagency decision-making process regarding the desired scope and speed of DNSSEC deployment. The National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), an agency within the Department
- Quantifying the Operational Status of DNSSEC Deployment. (http://irl.cs.ucla.edu/papers/ntia-dnssec.pdf)
of Commerce, is responsible for leading this process. It is important to note that E-GOV, as part of the Trusted Internet Connection (TIC) initiative, did require and place a timeline on executive branch department and agency adoption of DNSSEC.

- There are substantial geopolitical pressures on ICANN from other major sovereign governments. For example, the operators of the Russian ccTLD registry have publicly stated that the "Russian government will never permit the U.S. Government to authenticate their registries". Similar difficulties exist with China and other countries.

Such geopolitical forces may lead to the breakdown of the DNS root system into several separately maintained, but plausibly coexisting root zones, and the corresponding root server operators. This would greatly complicate deployment of DNSSEC, and may completely derail its adoption, as multiple roots imply multiple manually configured trust anchors. The Internet Architecture Board spoke out strongly against these alternate roots in "Request for Comments" 2826 (RFC 2826), "IAB Technical Comment on the Unique DNS Root," however, the basic concerns include:

- Potential significant interoperability and compatibility issues due to increased complexity of federated governance structure
- Significant stability issues due to inconsistent DNS queries across locations

The economic and technical consequences of a multiple root structure could cause the DNS solution to be more expensive, technically more complex due to additional interfaces and management software required, produce the inability to ensure end-to-end security of traffic, and generate potential routing issues resulting from decentralized management.

While ICANN currently controls the root zone, this control consists only of the ability to edit a single file. It is up to the rest of the DNS operators, including the root operators, to make use of this file and propagate the information contained within. There is no mechanism to guarantee operator compliance, and very little, if any, monitoring of their behavior. Such issues take on a greater sense of urgency when considering the recent attacks against DNS implementations, and more general attacks on Internet routing (BGP) itself.

Recommendations for Question Two

Recommendation 1: Empower NCS and U.S. CERT

Establish the function within the Department of Homeland Security’s National Communications System (NCS) and U.S.-CERT to operate, maintain and secure key gTLD’s. This includes .mil and .gov domains, complete with a DNS cache, dormant back up, functional rule listed and bastioned for U.S. use only. Working in partnership with the backbone service providers, a contract should be established with these entities to provide a reserve DNS capability similar in concept to the Civilian Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF). These systems would remain passive, e.g. on dark fiber, or some other method, until directed to execute by pre-established conditions or authorization from the US-CERT and NCS.

Recommendation 2: Establish and Enforce an Aggressive Schedule to Move DNSSEC Deployment Forward

Establish a U.S. authoritative working group with a timeline to resolve the U.S. approach to ensure DNSSEC moves forward in a timely manner. This would likely be a government and industry cooperative body that would also need to take into account any global implications of implementing DNSSEC.

Recommendation 3: Address the Multilingual and Multicultural Environment of the Internet

The U.S. should respond to, and support, international demands for ICANN to address the multilingual and multicultural environment of the Internet, and prioritize the development of IDN solutions.

Recommendation 4: Work Internationally to Preserve Current Internet Governance System

The U.S. Government should work with the international community to preserve the current system with respect to the Internet Governance.

Question Three

Our lifestyle is based upon a digital infrastructure that is privately and globally operated.

- How do we get to a public/private partnership and action plan that will build protection and security in – and enable information sharing to better understand when it is under a local or global attack (warning)?
- What is the model public/private relationship?
- Who and how will oversight be conducted in the IC and national security community?
- How would you provide common situational awareness?

Background

Today’s World Wide Web and the cyber space to which it has given rise, for all practical purposes, an open operating environment. Despite its evident risks, that “openness” is believed to be a source of the power of the Web to serve as an engine of social, economic, political, and cultural development on a global scale.

Nonetheless, there is an increasing demand among users for increased levels of security, so long as its provision does not pose, or will not be used to create, undue risk to the ease of operating on the Web or pose a threat to lawful public and private interests.

Public and private sector opinion on the matter has evolved over time to the point of seeking a partnership to regulate activities in cyber space.

The private sector conducts its business on the network. Consequently, our national and international economy is dependent on network reliability and requires the integrity of the information sent and received. Threats posed to intellectual or other forms of property and to the safe functioning of public infrastructure (industrial, electrical, financial) are real and growing. At the same time, governments at all levels have become heavily reliant on the Web to perform basic functions, provide constituent services, and conduct classic national security functions.

Hence, while private interests and concerns animate the desire to increase Web security, those concerns and interests are not mutually exclusive of national security. That is, activity and operations in cyber space affect not only the daily conduct of business (personal, professional, public and private), but the society of the nation as well.

Because the interests of the public and private sectors are intertwined, public authorities need to engage and accommodate private entities in setting the terms and conditions of the creation of a secure framework for the Web. In short, there is a need for a “public-private relationship” to provide security on the web.

Discussion

Americans are accustomed to such partnerships. For example, Americans are at the heart of partnerships ranging from school boards to regulatory arrangements for utilities. Partnerships form the basis of such organizations as the Civil Air Patrol and local Neighborhood Watches. They can have their origin in a charter, frequently grounded in legislation. Those charters give rise to the creation of regulatory and enforcement organizations, often overseen and sometimes governed by private citizens acting in the interests of the public good. These approaches work best when there is a definable public interest in ensuring that private conduct is not injurious to the public at large, and when private interests recognize the need for legally constituted public authorities to protect individuals in the pursuit of their interests.

An effort to establish such a relationship is not new to cyber space; however, previous attempts at forging a public-private partnership have been sub-optimized, focused less on a
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Assumptions
The forgoing suggestions for use of a regulatory environment in building a public-private partnership is rooted in the following set of assumptions:

• The framework chosen will have, at a minimum, the following features:
• Based in statute including sanctions for violations.
• Encourages the continued evolution of cyber networks, operations, technologies, and uses.

• Sets security standards for networks and operations.
• Incentivizes private sector behavior consonant with standards.
• Allows for identification of anomalous behavior.
• Provides shared “situational awareness.”
• Defines U.S. government and private sector roles in incident response, investigation, and remediation to include enforcement of standards and deterrence of destructive behavior.
• Encourages continual innovation and growth.

Regulatory Examples for Consideration
There are examples of regulatory entities that capture some of these features. A fuller consideration might yield others whose features better suit the cyber model. The purpose of the listing below is to provide existing examples that might be mined for elements of a partnership on cyber space.

• Public Utility Commissions (PUC). PUCs are rooted in statute; focused on assuring that public and private needs are served by private providers of essential means for life—power, water, gas. Some PUC features may be unattractive, e.g., their authorities to create rate structures that allow for reasonable profit and growth.

• Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). A feature of interest for cyber space is that the FAA regulates the use of public airspace by private users, individuals as well as corporations. The FAA establishes rules of the road. It provides for management of traffic and has responsibilities relative to the investigation of anomalous behavior (e.g., a crash). The FAA and can impose sanctions and directives in support of its charter and in response to anomalous behavior.

• National Weather Service. The National Weather Service provides weather reports by monitoring all “activity” in the environment and provides situational awareness and warning universally. Its value is very high even though it has no capacity to change the weather nor is it responsible for any damage caused following its warning.

• National Geological Survey. The National Geological Survey is not responsible for topography, but is responsible for the accurate portrayal in maps to guide a wide range of public and private activity.

• United States Coast Guard (USCG). USCG is not a public-private partnership, but does have a regulatory function related to the enforcement of defined behavior on the nation’s waterways and on the high seas. It operates in a civil agency, yet can be “mobilized” in support of national security operations on the basis of agreed terms and conditions.

• President’s Intelligence Advisory Board (PIAB). PIAB is composed of private, non-partisan, citizens that advise the President on the quality of U.S. foreign intelligence collection. A similar organization that oversees, but is not part of the regulatory structure might provide the kind of “final oversight” to assist in the continued evolution of the structures and practices, monitor the threat environment, advise on legislation, etc. This might be a way to ensure a forum for resolving inevitable tensions between national security and other interests in the provision of security on the network and the Web.

International Consideration
Because cyber space is not solely a domestic concern, a corresponding international regulatory model should be identified:

• International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). ICAO is the result of a UN international convention; it sets global flight standards yet it presumes national enforcement to include denial of airspace access to non-compliant airspace users. Private participation is via national governments and private airframe transportation associations that engage ICAO, and other such international transportation bodies, to help write policies, etc.

Regulatory Conduct
How might a regulatory arrangement function? To assure public confidence at home and abroad, it would require transparency in:

• Government’s interest in and actions in cyber space through its relationships with private sector firms.
• Private sector’s capacity and ability to protect customer interests relative to government demand for access, etc.
• The understanding of the threat by the public via education and building of trust.

The regulatory environment would be inclusive of, and require deep public-private partnership to ensure mutual concerns related to security measures for:

• Hardware
• Software
• Process/Protocols
• Standards
• Enforcement
• Assessments

The objective of a regulatory partnership is to describe an environment that defines broadly and identifies specifically anomalous behaviors:

• Conforming behaviors unaffected.
• On a national level, non-conforming behavior subject to statutory-based inspection, apprehension, investigation, detention and, if necessary, enforcement action.
• With respect to non-conforming behavior, any framework would need to set thresholds where anomalous behavior exceeds the capacity of civil authorities to contain or deter. For that reason, the U.S.CG (noted above) is an interesting example. Most of its work is “civil” in character, however, it can easily and seamlessly incorporate into the national security apparatus to conduct military operations.

Irrespective of the framework chosen, such a threshold will need to be set and some broadly accepted agency charged with deterring, deterring, and retaliating against behavior that threatens the national interest.
Recommendations for Question Three

Recommendation 1: Follow a Sequence for Action
- Define the nature of the public and private partnership.
- Identify the purpose of the regulation and the expected result.
- Create the oversight and enforcement mechanism consistent with the two above.

Recommendation 2: Build Upon Existing Models
The more the U.S. Government can use existing models—even if radically revised and integrated in new ways—the more easily it might explain its purpose, intent, and expected outcome. One such model is the DHS & DoD program established to strengthen the cyber security of the Defense Industrial Base (DIB). This program shares sensitive cyber threat information between the federal government and defense contractors via the Defense Collaborative Information Sharing Element (DCISE) at the DoD Cyber Crime Center (DC3). Via the DIBNet, the DCISE has begun to share classified cyber threat information with industry. This fledgling effort shows potential that DHS and DC3 are now exploring expansion of this model to other critical infrastructures. These efforts should be fully supported.

Recommendation 3: Focus U.S. Government Intervention
Focus U.S. Government intervention against behaviors defined through a transparent public/private dialogue that might ease privacy concerns.

Recommendation 4: Build a Public/Private Relationship that is a Complete Model
Both houses of Congress and the Executive Branch need coordinated action and possibly new joint approaches to this issue. Encourage individual members of Congress to lead interaction with constituents to educate, seek public guidance, and be accountable. Encourage Congress to review whether they are optimally organized for action and make necessary changes. Fully engage at state and local levels for total approach. Educate at the right levels on the threat and nature of technology.

Recommendation 5: Implement Common Recommendations from Multiple Sources
Encourage the Executive Branch to implement the common set of recommendations that have come from CSIS, SANS, BENS, and the GAO, among others. Adopt suggestions that apply across sectors (industry, FFRDCs, government studies, academia) as these share broad public appeal.

Recommendation 6: Fund Efforts for Situational Awareness and Information Sharing
Increase funding to support situational awareness in government centers and information sharing. Where the government funds multiple efforts for an area, and supports different ideas, consensus eventually grows and the best ideas and efforts emerge as standards. By investing heavily in cyber situational awareness and collaboration, the U.S. Government will ensure some of these efforts develop into valuable programs.

Recommendation 7: Educate and Inform Citizens
There are examples in other areas where the Federal government took action to inform on threats and drive awareness. Consider the example of the Cold War yearly series of educational reports titled “Soviet Military Power.” This easy-to-read, but accurate, representation of the threat helped raise awareness and collective action.

Recommendation 8: Focus on Anomalous Behavior Internationally
With respect to the international dimension, focus on anomalous behavior rather than control of the network and operations on it might be more acceptable to foreign, state, and non-state entities.

We believe the actions above, to include moving out on GAO recommendations, will result in enhanced cyber security, functionality of the Internet, job creation, and a more viable economy.

Conclusion
INSA is highly supportive of the presidentially commissioned task to conduct a comprehensive cyber security study and hopes the recommendations in this paper will be complimentary to the effort. As mentioned at the beginning of this report, providing comprehensive cyber security in today’s world is a difficult technical problem. The government must continue to invest in technical improvements to the science of cyber assurance. New policies and procedures are important but are predicated upon continuing improvements in the technical capabilities of government and industry to defend their assets.

The INSA team acknowledges that implementation of any recommendation is only a beginning and that careful nurturing of the progress and process is necessary for long-term success. While the recommendations offered in this report have provided industry’s perspectives for crafting new and improved cyber assurance policies, INSA recognizes that long-term change will only occur when both the government and the private sector engage each other in meaningful dialog and discourse. The importance of a public/private partnership to address the many technical and policy issues facing our nation in this critical area cannot be understated.

With our private sector partners, INSA stands ready to assist and support the government implementation of the recommendations resulting from the 60-day review of the plans, programs, and activities underway that address issues related to U.S. and global information and communications infrastructure and capabilities.
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Additional Questions for Studies

What other questions should the National Security Council and Melissa Hathaway ask in order to get the best information available to better focus the Nation’s Cyber Security Initiatives?

- How can Government best address overcoming the lack of trust by both the private sector and the general public toward their ability to handle the cyber threat?
- Recognizing the importance of partnership, what is the private sector willing to share with the Government regarding their cyber threat?
- How should the Government engage (and partner with) the State and Local governments in the fight against the cyber threat?
- How should the Government perform the evangelist role in rolling out its cyber security initiative (much like it did with the Y2K initiative)?
- Who should have the responsibility for providing end-to-end cyber security for the Nation?
- Recognizing that the cyber threat is truly global, how should the Government partner with other nations to ensure cyber security?
- Should the Government consider putting into place a National Cyber Defense Education Act?